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We are Sharjah based company dealing in manufacturing

and supply of tents for sales and rentals. One of our major

works is the manufacturing, fabrication and installation of

all kinds of tents, Car parking sheds, canopies for doors and

windows. Al Khayam Al Arabia Tents and Parking Shades

Trading LLC Sharjah applies the latest technology and the

best practices in developing environment-friendly

products. We manufacture products with the essential

support of the design and engineering department, which

creates and develops exclusive modern designs for. Al

Khayam Al Arabia Tents and Parking Shades Trading LLC

Sharjah factory is fully well-equipped with German-made

machineries and with the world's state-of-the-art

technologies, giving us an edge to always manufacture and

produce high-quality products for our valuable customers.

Al Khayam Al Arabia Tents and Parking Shades Trading

LLC Sharjah is the only manufacturing company in UAE

Sharjah which provide after sale services and customer care

center. We are specialized in Tents structure

manufacturing, sale & Rental solution.

Al Khayam Al Arabia Tents and Parking Shades Trading

LLC Sharjah was established in 1982 and Located in Sharjah

industrial zone U.A.E it is the sister company of AL Khayam

Tents Industry LLC and also a sister company of Empire

Marquee Pvt Ltd located in Pakistan.
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VISION
MISSION

VISION 

MISSION
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Our vision is to satisfy customers by building transparent

business,  trust,  loyalty and using the best strategy as i .e.  A

Satisfaction of our customer is the best business strategy of all

and Our success stories demonstrate the trust of clients have in

our capabilities to reinvent business & Enhance costs a trust

that is vindicate by result.

Excellence in fulfilling the commitments made to clients

Uncompromising commitment to the quality of work.

Developing visibility to generate new business leads. Timeous

response to client’s orders.  Successful Marketing.



WHY CHOOSE
US?

TENTS AND SHADES

FORWARD THINKING

PROBLEM SOLVERS

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
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A renowned leading U.A.E- based manufacturer of marquee

tents systems and industrial steel buildings. A wide

range of over 200 different temporary structure systems for

multiple applications. State-of-the-art production

facilities are able to produce up to 10000 m2 of the new

structure per week. Components are finished by state-of-the-art

machine and by hand ensuring a consistent high quality finish.

Dedicated, assisted by skilled professionals,  the technical team of

cad designs, and engineers for custom projects.

European Standards guarantee high-quality professional

engineers and fully certified structures Competitive

pricing policy across all  product lines-ensuring customer

satisfaction.

AKAA Tents and Shades L.L.C utilize the finest tools and techniques for

tent and Shades manufacturing. 

AKAA is a great,  forward-thinking Tents & Shades manufacturing

company in UAE and its nice to serve its services to its clients.

AKAA Tents and Shades LLC is available here for you any time and

provide best tents and shades services.

We take care of our beloved Customer’s needs by delivering professional

and high quality services. 
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Our passion, creativity, meticulous attention to detail, and total commitment to customer
satisfaction has earned us the business of a number of the world's leading brands. The following
list is our portfolio featuring only a few of our clients

Our Clients
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LICENSE AND
CERTIFICATES
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AL Khayam Al Arabiah Tents and Sheds Trd L.L.C

Licence No :  749502 |  Registration No : 175139 and

Membership Registration Certificate Sharjah Chamber

of commerce and Industry according to the law no (1)

2003



OUR SUN SHADES
PRODUCTS

Swimming Pool Sun Shades

Awning Sun Shades

Umbrella Design Sun Shade

Beach Sun Shades
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Al Khayam Al Arabia's swimming pool shade structure delivers a range of benefits beyond UV
protection and relief from the sun's rays. Our shade structures can be great aesthetic additions
to a pool, giving you a bit of ambiance and style. And with these well-structured, large-scale
permanent structures, you’ll also be adding value to your patio area. Giving it a modern and
more pleasant look. Our high-quality sun shades that are made of world-class fabrics
(PVC/PVDF, PTFE) keep you more cool and more comfortable. We have an array of designs you
can choose from or we could work up with the best design ideas that will suit your taste.

Shade sails are increasingly popular
options that give a truly modern look
to a pool. They can also resist the high
waves of winds. These interestingly
shaped sails can be placed in an array
of unique angles, giving a pool a
very edgy and modern look.

Features

Sail Shades

SWIMMING
POOL SUN
SHADE

Effective 95% UV Blocking
Air Circulation
More Durable
Minimum one year longer lifetime than other
cheaper shades
The temperature under the swimming pool shade
can be lowered up 6.5°C.
Applicable for any type of weather.
Rust Proof material – Best quality tension ring
Lightweight and easy to install
Less maintenance.
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Pergola Shades

Rectractable Shades

Cantilever Shades

A pergola can provide ambient shade with
just the right amount of filtered light over a
pool. Placing a pergola over one end of a
pool can also create a great, visual
centerpiece. Our pergolas are made from
quality fabrics and add value to your home.

Retractable shade canopies are probably the
most comprehensive shade solution for a
pool, capable of delivering reliable sun
protection to an entire section of a pool with
ease. These large canopies run across the pool
along beams spanned between support posts
on each side of the pool, giving homeowners
an easy and very stylish way to shade a pool.

Cantilevers are shade structures similar to
canopies that use just a single support
structure on one side. Support posts are
driven into the cement around the pool;
horizontal, with a canopy, extend over the
pool from these vertical support posts,
providing shade for poolside guests and
those in the water.

tel:+97165656385
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We provide the best quality fabric like PVC,
PVDF, and PTFE fabrics for awning shades in
UAE in standard and custom sizes. The size of
the shade and structure will be decided on
the space where to install the awning. We are
specialized in awning shade installation in
Dubai, Abu-Dhabi, Sharjah, Ajman, Fujairah,
Umm Al Quwain, and Al Ain and we are in the
position to deliver our shade services all over
the world. We provide cost-effective shade
solutions to our clients.

Shop Style Awning Aluminum Awning Drop Down Awning

Retractable Awning
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An Awning Shade is attached to the exterior wall of the building. The awning is composed of PVC/PVDF,
and PTFE Fabrics that are tightly stretched over the lightweight frames of Steel, Iron or aluminum and
sometimes coat or transparent material. The Awning Shades are installed outside the building, entrance
of the building, entrance of the home, on the walk-side also for the hotel entrances and their specific
location is above the Doors or Windows. Restaurants use Awning shades in UAE broad enough to cover
the outdoor sitting area for outdoor dining, parties, or for the reception. In commercial buildings awning
shades are highly used to prevent Hot burning sun rays, strong winds, rain, etc in addition business
owner print the Names, Address, Contact on awnings which acts like a billboard, or sign of the business.

AWNING
SUN SHADE
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Umbrella Shade is adjustable and its crank
operation allows you to close or open it whenever
you need and it increase the safety of shade.

AKAA tents and sheds LLC supplies a wide variety
of patio umbrella shades as per the client's
requirements. We offer large structural umbrella
permanent installation services in UAE and provide
the most advanced and latest-designed structured
patio umbrella shades in Dubai, Sharjah, Abu Dhabi,
Ajman, Fujairah, and other cities of UAE as will we
provide our services all around the world.

Note: Umbrella Shades are Permanent Shades
because
their foundation is in ground.
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Umbrella shades are the latest, most modern, and most advanced designed structured sun shades to
keep you more cool and comfortable while sitting outdoors in any weather condition. These shades not
just help you to prevent the burning sun but also increase the beauty of the home, hotel, where ever you
put it. Umbrella Shades are the perfect complement for patio tables during the day and night. These
Shades are made of world-class high-class fabrics like PVC fabrics, HDPE Fabrics, and PVDF Fabrics and
have powder-coated aluminum poles, with a steel bottom frames, this structure keeps the umbrella
tough in place.

UMBRELLA
SUN SHADE
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AKAA tents and sheds LLC manufactures wide
variety of designs for beach shades as per the client
requirements. We offer large structural beach
shades permanent installation services in UAE and
provide most advanced and latest designed
structured patio umbrella shades in Dubai, Sharjah,
Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Fujairah and other cities of UAE
as well we provide our services all around the
world.
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Al Khayam Al Arabia's elegant and sophisticated beach shades provide superior sun protection. These
shades not just help you to prevent the burning sun but also increase the beauty of the home, hotel,
where ever you put it. Our shades are made up of high-class materials like PVC, PTFE, and PVDF fabrics
and can able to withstand the high surges of wind on the beach. All our materials are rust-proof and can
last long even on intense weather on sea sides.

BEACH
SUN SHADE
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Thank 
You
AL KHAYAM AL
ARABIAH TENTS 

Address
Office no. 701, Liberty Building, Opposite SATA Office

Telephone
+971 6 5540401

Website
www.akaatent.com

Because, we're here to help
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